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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in consumer virtual reality (VR) technology
have made it easy to accurately capture users’ motions over
room-sized areas allowing natural locomotion for navigation
in VR. While this helps create a stronger match between pro-
prioceptive information from human body movements for en-
hancing immersion and reducing motion sickness, it intro-
duces a few challenges. Walking is only possible within vir-
tual environments (VEs) that fit inside the boundaries of the
tracked physical space which for most users is quite small.
Within this space the potential for colliding with physical ob-
jects around the play area is high. Additionally, only lim-
ited haptic feedback is available. In this paper, I focus on
the problem of variations in the size and shape of each user’s
tracked physical space for multiplayer interactions. As part
of the constrained physical space problem, I also present an
automated system for steering the user away from play area
boundaries using Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation (GVS). In
my thesis, I will build techniques to enable the system to in-
telligently apply redirection and GVS-based steering as users
explore virtual environments of arbitrary sizes.
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INTRODUCTION
The Lumiere Brothers introduced a new medium through
their first film, The Arrival of a Train at Ciotat (1896), that
generated wonder, terror, and excitement. We are now enter-
ing a similar era of wonder as millions try virtual reality (VR)
for the first time whether to experience the swooping flight of
a bird or to slide through the ocean dazzled by the colors and
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their own feeling of weightlessness. VR done well means be-
ing transported away from reality and into the created digital
world, a phenomenon called ’place illusion’ or presence [10].

Following their introduction in the 1960s, head-mounted de-
vices (HMDs) focused on visual and aural senses [13]. Since
then a lot of research has gone into the design of natural in-
teraction techniques predominantly using gesture and voice
input. As the next step towards realism and immersion, many
researchers are building systems to convey the physicality of
the virtual world through haptics. The inability to provide tac-
tile response when a user reaches out to touch something can
disconcert to the point of jarring the user out of their suspense
of disbelief, decreasing their sense of presence.

Just as walking is fundamental to our negotiation of natural
environments, it is of increasing relevance to interactions with
VR. A serious limitation of real walking for VR is that users
cannot move through virtual environments that are larger than
the physical space typically available in home or office en-
vironments, or the working area of a tracking system. To
overcome physical space restrictions, a number of redirection
techniques have been proposed to manipulate the user to fol-
low a virtual path that diverges from their perceived physical
movements. Most of these require a large tracked space.

In addition to the above, developing room-scale VR experi-
ences presents several new challenges. Some of these are
related to natural locomotion and full-body representation
while others are about safety and designing around the current
limitations of varying room sizes. I propose the following re-
search questions that are related to variation in physical space
sizes for multiplayer interactions and detection and avoidance
of collisions with physical objects near the play area. I define
play area as a rectangular area that players keep clear from
floor to ceiling and developers keep their required interactive
objects within. I use room-scale VR to refer to VR experi-
ences in a tracked physical space that is a minimum of 2x1.5
meters and maximum of 5x5m in size.

1. How can dynamic application of redirection techniques be
used to optimally steer users away from physical bound-
aries without breaking immersion? How can redirected
walking techniques be intelligently applied in small phys-
ical spaces as users explore virtual environments of arbi-
trary size and shape?

2. In VR experiences that allow users to walk, there is a pos-
sibility of colliding with obstacles like furniture and walls.
How do we map the virtual and physical spaces together?
How does interconnectivity between physical and virtual
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spaces provide richer opportunities for collaboration and
play? What are the requirements for adaptability in how
physical and virtual spaces are combined?

RELATED WORK
My current and previous work builds on prior research in
the areas of using constrained physical spaces for navigating
large VEs, passive haptics and adaptive systems.

Navigation in VR
Previous research has explored techniques of navigating large
scale virtual environments like freezing and teleportation
[15]. However, walking is not only the most natural way of
traveling, it is also a more presence-enhancing metaphor than
other navigation metaphors including “walking-in-place” and
“flying” [14]. To reproduce the physical effort of walk-
ing, several different technologies have been used. Natural
and unconstrained walking in VEs has become possible with
redirected walking – without using mechanical locomotion
devices – by manipulating the user’s real world trajectory
such that they remain within the boundaries of the tracked
space[8]. In Impossible Spaces, compressing a larger archi-
tectural layout into a smaller physical area was achieved by
overlapping virtual rooms [12].

Passive Haptics in VR
Passive haptics have been shown to both enhance immer-
sion in VR and also make virtual tasks easier to accomplish
by providing haptic feedback [4]. Adding representations of
real objects, that can be touched, to immersive VE enhanced
the feeling of presence [5]. Low-resolution physical models
made of styrofoam and plywood were found to significantly
improve presence [6]. TurkDeck uses “human actuators” to
operate physical props in real-time [1]. Substitutional Real-
ity pairs every physical object surrounding a user to a virtual
counterpart [9].

Adaptive Systems
HTC Vive is a recently introduced consumer VR device that
allows developers to create experiences using natural loco-
motion in a room sized space. Developers can choose to cre-
ate apps that can be scaled up or down within a min/max
size range, though the shape is fixed to a square or rectan-
gle. Hololens1 and Occipital2, both augmented reality (AR)
devices, analyze the user’s physical environment to find flat
surfaces like a wall or a couch seat to determine potential
locations for placing virtual objects in the real world. Snap-
ToReality [7] presents a related AR system where edges and
planes are detected for aligning virtual content placement.

MY PREVIOUS WORK
Virtual reality provides us with opportunities to immersively
experience places and situations which, for reasons of time,
distance, expense, and safety, would not otherwise be avail-
able. Through several research projects, I have explored
haptics, full-body avatars, natural locomotion and co-located
multiuser interactions, and the generation of flexible VR
1Hololens.https://www.microsoft.com/
microsoft-hololens/
2Occipital.https://occipital.com/

worlds that adapt to any given physical space. Here, I present
some selected prior work.

MetaSpace I and II
In MetaSpace [11], I created a multiuser VR system where the
physical world was mapped to the physical world in place-
ment of walls, furniture, and objects so as to create a cor-
respondence in scale, spatial layout, and object placement
between the two spaces. Each user also had a full-body
avatar that was controlled through their natural movements in
the real world. Additionally, interactive objects in the space
were tracked in real-time and haptic feedback was provided
through passive haptics. Together these elements created an
experience where the entire body was in the experience, re-
acting viscerally and intuitively as if in a real shared space.

Figure 1. User grasping a virtual proxy and a physical box simultane-
ously in a shared physical/virtual space with the freedom to walk around
and interact with another user. The open space is mapped to a floating
island and matches the physical space size and obstacles.

Oasis
In Oasis, I explored the idea of custom generated VR worlds,
created on the fly to match a user’s physical space. The sys-
tem captured indoor scenes through 3D scanning, detected
obstacles like furniture and walls, and mapped walkable ar-
eas (WA) to enable real-walking in the generated VE auto-
matically. Depth data was additionally used for recognizing
and tracking furniture which were paired with virtual coun-
terparts to leverage the physicality of the real world for a full-
body haptic experience.

Figure 2. The Oasis process. (a-b) 3D mapping of the real environment.
(c) Obstacle and walkable area detection for automated virtual world
generation. (d) Inset shows a user navigating the generated virtual envi-
ronment by walking in the real environment while wearing an HMD.

CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK

Gulliver
Multiuser room-scale VR can create compelling immersive
experiences by bringing together geographically separated
users into a shared virtual environment. However, it intro-
duces the problem of variations in the physical size and shape
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of each user’s space for mapping into a common virtual space
that may be of an entirely different size. I propose an asym-
metric approach for the design of multiuser VR experiences
that solves the spatial variation problem, by allowing peo-
ple to choose roles based on the size of their physical space.
I demonstrate this concept through the implementation of a
shooter game where two users, the agent and the overseer, co-
exist and interact in a shared virtual environment. The agent
is the all-immersed VR player who is connected to and pro-
jected into the virtual environment through a wearable motion
capture suit. The overseer is the detached player who can
observe and manipulate the virtual world from above while
interacting with the agent through an overlooking position.

Figure 3. Agent wearing a motion capture suit that transmits body
movements to the overseer who has a bird’s eye view of the agent’s
virtual world. Inset shows the overseer’s perspective. Motion cap-
ture suit image used with permission from Perception Neuron (https:
//neuronmocap.com/

Through a set of devices consisting of an HMD, a motion
tracking suit, and a haptic feedback suit, the agent is fully
immersed in the environment. The overseer is the external
player to the virtual world. Using the live data collected by
the various wearable devices mounted on the agent, the over-
seer is able to observe a digitally recreated representation of
the virtual environment and the agent. This representation
is viewed through an augmented reality system using either
a tablet or a see-through HMD. Through the AR device, the
overseer will able to freely change his or her observational
perspective into the virtual environment, providing a sort of
portal into the agent’s world. Due to the external position of
the overseer and the wireless components of the system, the
overseer can be located anywhere.

Flow Motion
Flow Motion is a system of three redirection techniques to
allow users to explore large virtual environments by walking
in smaller physical spaces. 1) Quicksilver - the user travels
at exceedingly high speeds through the virtual world, while
viewing the world in bullet time and temporarily from a third
person perspective to reduce motion sickness. The goal is
to enable a user to cover large virtual ground with a much
smaller movement in the physical space. 2) Spotlight - the
user focuses on elements in the virtual scene using a sniper
gun reticle metaphor such that a moving target causes the user
to continuously adjust their weapon sight, allowing me to ro-
tate the VE, resulting in an alteration of the user’s real world

trajectory. 3) GVS - use of galvanic vestibular stimulation to
steer the user away from obstacles in the real world as they
approach the boundary of their play area. Due to space limi-
tations, I will only describe GVS in this paper.

When combined with existing redirection techniques, the
proposed techniques can substantially augment the effec-
tive walking area, allowing potentially vast synthetic worlds
to be explored using natural body movement within small-
sized physically spaces. GVS focuses on automatically steer-
ing users away from physical boundaries while they are im-
mersed in VR, and is conceptually related to the chaperone
system of the HTC Vive that exists to prevent collisions with
real-world obstacles. It works by displaying a wall-like blue
grid in the user’s virtual vision when they are in close proxim-
ity to the boundaries of their configured play area. If the user
gets closer still to the boundary, the forward-facing camera
gives them a sort of thermal view of their surroundings.

Flow Motion will automatically determine when to utilize the
fast movement + slow motion visuals, or GVS techniques
based on the user’s physical position relative to the virtual
environment and potential collaborative tasks that may need
to be performed with others in a different physical space.

Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation (GVS)
When we walk towards a destination it is not necessary for us
to keep our vision continuously fixed on the target. Once we
see a target, it is possible to close our eyes and walk directly
to it if it is not too far. In this situation, proprioceptive sensory
inputs from the limbs and the vestibular organs provide infor-
mation about the path and stability of the body [3]. In a study
on: (i) the effects of galvanic vestibular stimulation during
walking, and (ii) the vestibular and proprioceptive contribu-
tions to the perceptions of a walked trajectory, it was shown
that at ordinary walking speeds, the perception of trajectory
can be based on vestibular input, and that the availability of
proprioceptive input related to walking does not further im-
prove the accuracy of the perception of trajectory [2].

During a walking experiment, GVS caused subjects to turn
from a planned trajectory (see Figure 4). Their altered per-
ception could have contributed to this deviation. I have built
the GVS hardware and I am currently working on turning a
user’s trajectory in the physical space based on their proxim-
ity to the play area boundary while they walk around wearing
an HMD. For example, when the user approaches an obstacle
like a wall or furniture outside their play area, the system will
automatically apply directional current through electrodes on
the mastoids to turn the user away from the wall. I am ex-
ploring the design of VR spaces to enhance the GVS effect to
keep the amount of current applied low.

Similar to many other techniques for enabling natural walk-
ing through large-scale virtual environments, the versatility of
proposed Flow Motion techniques is primarily limited by the
size of the available physical space. With a sufficiently expan-
sive tracking area, it is quite possible that much larger virtual
spaces can be defined. However, for spaces the size of a small
living room, when the size of the virtual space is not infinite,
the techniques would allow remotely located users to share
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Figure 4. Left: GVS causes lateral virtual acceleration toward the an-
ode, which shifts the sense of balance. Stimulus intensity 0.5 or 1.0
mA was applied either anode-right or anode-left direction in an exper-
iment. The GVS interface induced lateral walking diverging from in-
tended straight line. Right: When a current is passed between the mas-
toid processes so that the current is anodal on one side and cathodal on
the other, the user sways towards the direction of the anode [2].

a virtual space for gaming, virtual tourism, socializing and
more. As seen above, these techniques when combined with
GVS and more traditional approaches to redirection, such as
rotation (Spotlight) or curvature gains (depending on physical
space size), can further augment the utility of natural walking.

CONCLUSION
Virtual reality is becoming a mass consumer product and is
considered a profoundly different medium. VR consists, in
its barest form, a set of goggles allowing the view of com-
puter generated 3D or 360 degree filmed environments. To
say you are surrounded by screens misses the point. The dif-
ference is in the relationship between the user and the por-
trayed environment where the user is part of the environment,
not looking at it or interacting with it from the outside. This
paper presents an asymmetric design approach to resolving
variations in the size and shape of each user’s tracked phys-
ical space for multiplayer interactions. It also presents an
automated system for steering the user away from play area
boundaries using Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation (GVS) for
enhancing user safety during immersion in VR.
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